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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then

will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because
fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear
what man shall do unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
Experts Suspect Military Testing Behind Mass Bird and Fish Deaths
Terrence Aym Salem-News.com-- Jan-08-2011
The birds suffered from acute physical trauma leading to internal hemorrhage
and death" -Arkansas Game and Fish Commission
(CHICAGO) - It's been said that Mankind will destroy itself. Unfortunately, during the
past 100 years the human race has worked hard to make this prediction come true.
Nuclear arsenals can destroy Mankind many times over. Biological weapons exist that
can annihilate all humanity. Toxins are available that are so deadly a few drops in a
city's water supply can kill millions.
Yet another weapons technology has been under development for some decades.
Scalar technology—invented by the genius Nikola Tesla early in the 20th Century—has
the potential to turn the environment itself into a weapon and tune its deadly properties
into a merciless, near instantaneous killer.
That advanced technology may have just been tested in Arkansas and Louisiana.
Ominous evidence is steadily growing that the bizarre red wing blackbird deaths—
now being reported across three states—are not natural.
Although some scientists have proposed that the initial bird death—numbered at
5,000—might have been caused by fireworks, ornithologists scoff at that suggestion.
Other theories floating about include speculation that severe updrafts or a local microburst killed all the birds, yet that is highly improbable and does not collaborate with
eyewitness testimony of local residents who watched the birds literally drop from the
sky.
Other witnessed claim that not all the birds that fell were already dead. Some were
still alive and appeared confused or dazed. A few even made desperate attempts to
seek shelter inside houses—seemingly trying to escape whatever was killing them
outdoors.
A freak meteorological phenomenon also cannot account for reports of mass bird
deaths that followed the Arkansas incident. Red wing blackbirds have also been seen
falling out of the skies over Louisiana and reported by an eyewitness in Kentucky.

"The birds suffered from acute physical trauma leading to internal hemorrhage and
death," the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission said in a statement Monday. "There
was no sign of chronic or infectious disease."
That eliminates the possibility of West Nile virus or some other avian illness.
According to NBC News, Arkansas's official state veterinarian, Dr. George Badley,
stated the blackbirds died in mid-flight, not upon impact with the ground after they fell.
Either the birds ran into something…or something ran into the birds.
Puzzled researchers are scrambling to determine if the massive fish death—that
seemed to accompany the stricken blackbirds—is in any way linked. Some believe they
are linked. Yet other bizarre reports are still streaming in concerning other fish deaths.
Beyond the frightening mass death of fish in the Arkansas River that covered 20miles, reports have come in on mass aquatic death off of Chesapeake Bay. And 100
tons of dead fish have washed up on the Brazilian coastline.
Brazilian officials have never seen anything like it. Some reports in the Brazilian
media claim that a few coastal communities are panicking believing that the water has
been poisoned.
Investigating the mass fish death in the Arkansas River near a dam in Ozark some
125 miles west of Beebe, Arkansas. Beebe, a suburb of Little Rock, has about 5,000
residents. It's where many of the red-wing blackbirds met their strange end.
Although the state fish and wildlife investigators say disease may be the reason why
100,000 fish suddenly died en masse, they plan to continue testing the river for any
evidence of toxins.
Curiously, like the birds, all the fish that died were only one species. All other fish
were unaffected.
Connected to advanced government weapons tests?
Some researchers believe evidence exists that points to secret US government
testing of advanced weaponry. More specifically Scalar weapons technology.
The interesting thing about this theory is that it does account for the internal
disintegration of the birds' organs, the short-lived survivors' state of disorientation, and
the atmospherics that were occurring during the incident.
Radiation comes in many forms including, thermal, photonic, microwave, nuclear and
magnetic. Scalar technology incorporates the transmission of high-energy
electromagnetic radiation designed to disrupt geological and biological processes. It's a

technology that is mostly secret that has been under development since the 1970s.
Other than U.S. research on its applications as a militarized weapon, work is also being
done to advance the technology in the U.K., Russia, China and Israel.
According to Watson and Jones "Scalar weapons that can artificially manipulate the
environment could be responsible for the mass die offs. We know for a fact that over a
decade ago the U.S. Military Industrial Complex was aware of and involved in the
testing of such technology."
Both also refer to former U.S. Department of Defense Secretary William Cohen who,
during a press conference in 1997 stated for the record that ―Others [terrorists] are
engaging even in an eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the climate, set off
earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves…So there
are plenty of ingenious minds out there that are at work finding ways in which they can
wreak terror upon other nations…It‘s real, and that‘s the reason why we have to
intensify our [counter terrorism] efforts.‖
Of course what Cohen referred to was Scalar technology. The government has not
been adverse to experimenting with advanced weapons—or potential weapons—near
or on its own citizens.
"From the 1950's onwards, the U.S. government deliberately engaged in open air
tests, spraying major cities like San Francisco and New York with Serratia marcescens
and Bacillus glogigii. In 1955, the CIA also released a a bacteria withdrawn from the
Army‘s biological warfare arsenal over Tampa Bay, FL in order to test its ability to infect
human populations with biological agents."
High frequency sonar experiments have killed countless whales, porpoises and other
sea life. After years of denying it, the United States Navy finally admitted their
responsibility.
Other experiments with the infamous HAARP secreted away in a massive installation
far in the northern wastes of Alaska have caused significant weather changes to parts of
northern Russia and specifically a wide swath of Siberia that has caused formal protests
from the Russian government.
In 1966 the U.S. Army dispensed Bacillus subtilis variant niger throughout the New
York City subway system. 1977 Senate hearings on Health and Scientific Research
confirmed that 239 populated areas had been contaminated with biological agents
between 1949 and 1969, including San Francisco, Washington, D.C., Key West,
Panama City, Minneapolis, and St. Louis."
The Government's Plausible Deniability

"Plausible deniability" has always been the key to covert tests, operations by
intelligence services and military operations—especially tests conducted over populated
areas.
Scalar technology can be tuned. Patents that have been granted support that
capability. This tuning ability permits the electromagnetic frequencies to zero-in
on specific biology such as a certain species of bird or fish…or humans too. Only
red-wing blackbirds died—in midair... Curiously, like the birds, all the fish that
died were only one species. All other fish were unaffected.
Could Scalar beams have been "tuned" to wipe out the birds & fish?That they
hemorrhaged internally and some of their organs literally melted is an effect Scalar
beams can produce.
Military field tests—a kind of "in situ" laboratory experiment—may well account for the
bizarre deaths of the birds and fish. Scalar can be projected across thousands of miles
and the beam weapon could have originated anywhere in the U.S. It might even have
been activated from a seaborne platform on a naval vessel.
If that is the case, then the test would be ongoing and targeting red-wing blackbirds to
assess the efficacy of the beam technology could easily be carried out across Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Kentucky. Perhaps more incidents will occur in the near future.
Another aspect of 3D Scalar technology is the theoretical ability to create a force field
bubble. If such an experiment was attempted and the flock of birds flew into that force
field the aftereffects would be eerily similar to what Beebe residents witnessed.
Furthermore, what the follow-up autopsies revealed about the internal state of the birds
also supports some kind of Scalar interaction with avian physiology.
The inherent danger to Scalar testing is that it's a technology not yet fully understood.
As Cohen stated during that press conference more than a decade ago, the technology
can be employed as a devastating climate weapon. It can also be used—if a great
enough power supply is provided—to literally move mountains in the form of
activating dormant volcanoes, setting off gigantic, killer earthquakes and
resulting tsunamis, seed ocean depressions and stimulate them into category 5
hurricanes while steering them to landfall against enemies.
What better way to test the capabilities than internally, within the U.S. borders on an
unsuspecting citizenry. After all, it will only kill fish and birds. Nothing will probably go
wrong. No, nothing would probably ever go wrong with tests like that…
Thank God the victims were only 5,000 red-wing blackbirds and not the 5,000
residents of Beebe, Arkansas. Next time, we might not be so fortunate. But then there's
always plausible deniability.
Read the conclusion of Terrence Aym's at: Helium.com

Also see Dr. Johnson’s Presentation around the 4 minute mark:
Avian Flu: Avian H5N1 Facts & Weather Control-Part 3
The 'Aflockalypse': Google Map Traces Mass Animal Deaths
By Adam Hadhazy, TechNewsDaily Staff Writer--07 January 2011
It's a map that believers in biblical plagues and the "end times" might well shudder at.
Many of the recent reports of mass animal deaths worldwide have been compiled by an
anonymous person into one big, unsettling Google Map.
The atlas of animal annihilation has pins placed at the sites of die-offs and offers links to
news stories chronicling a particular "aflockalypse." These have included the puzzling
plummet of thousands of red-winged blackbirds from the sky in Louisiana and Arkansas,
heaps of crabs littering England's beaches, and loads of fish washing up in countries
such as the Philippines.
However ominous all these critter deaths might be, scientists have assured the public
that the events are not linked. It appears, rather, that the widely reported blackbird story
set off a chain of media reports of other similar mysterious massacres around the globe.
George Soros: The United States Must Stop Resisting The Orderly Decline Of The
Dollar, The Coming Global Currency And The New World Order
Courtesy of Michael Snyder of Economic Collapse
In the video you are about to see, George Soros talks about "the creation of a New
World Order", he discusses the need for a "managed decline" of the U.S. dollar and he
talks at length of the global need for a true world currency. So just who is George
Soros? Well, he is a billionaire "philanthropist" who came to be known as "the Man Who
Broke the Bank of England" when he raked in a staggering one billion dollars during the
1992 "Black Wednesday" currency crisis. These days Soros is most famous for being
perhaps the most "politically active" (at least openly) billionaire in the world. His Open
Society Institute is in more than 60 countries and it spends approximately $600 million a
year promoting the ideals that Soros wants promoted. Soros and his pet organizations
have played a key role in quite a few "revolutions" around the globe over the last
several decades, but these days the main goal of George Soros is to bring political
change to the United States.
So exactly what is it that George Soros is trying to accomplish? Well, in a nutshell, what
he wants is a Big Brother-style one world government based on extreme European-style
socialism, strict population control and the radical green agenda. It would be a world
where the state tightly regulates everything that we do for the greater benefit of the
environment and of society as a whole.
However, Soros is not the "mastermind of the New World Order" that some have tried to
make him out to be. The truth is that to those in the international banking elite, Soros is
considered to be something of a "black sheep" and an "outsider". Much of what Soros
is trying to accomplish lines up with the goals of the international banking elite, but what
they don't like is that Soros won't stop publicly talking about a global currency and a
"New World Order". Of course the international banking elite very much want a global

currency and a "New World Order", but what they don't need is a "squeaky wheel" like
Soros running around drawing unneeded attention to those goals.
Also, Soros does not seem to understand that both sides of the political spectrum in the
United States are deeply influenced by the international banking elite. Sadly, the truth is
that the same handful of elitist organizations has dominated the cabinets of every single
president that we have had since World War II. If you doubt this, just check out how
many members of each presidential administration over the last 40 years have
belonged to either the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission or the
Bilderberg Group. If you have never looked into this before, you will be absolutely
shocked. No matter what president we elect, it is always the exact same organizations
that always dominate their cabinets.
But Soros still seems very much trapped within the left/right paradigm and he seems
absolutely obsessed with destroying the Republican Party. For example, Soros spent
an insane amount of money attempting to defeat George W. Bush back in 2004.
According to the Center for Responsive Politics, George Soros donated
$23,581,000 during that election cycle to political organizations that were trying to keep
Bush from being reelected.
Soros has also been a tremendous backer of Barack Obama, although lately Soros
seems a bit disenchanted with him. Through organizations such as the Center for
American Progress and MoveOn.org, Soros is constantly trying to influence the state of
American politics.
So what is George Soros thinking about these days? Well, in the video posted below
you will see Soros discussing "an orderly decline" of the U.S. dollar, the coming global
currency and the importance of the New World Order....
Did you noticed how uncomfortable Soros was when he was saying the term "New
World Order"?
The truth is that he knows exactly what that phrase means. He knows that it is a phrase
that he probably shouldn't say and that will get a lot of attention.
But he said it anyway.
Soros also seemed a bit uncomfortable as he discussed "an orderly decline" of the U.S.
dollar.
Soros has been saying the the U.S. dollar needs to go down for quite a while now, and
he speaks of the coming fall of the dollar as if it is inevitable.
The only thing that Soros seems to fear is that the "managed decline" of the dollar could
"get out of hand" and could lead to global financial chaos.
Soros even had the gall to say that having the dollar be the reserve currency of the
world is not in our national interest and that a move to a global currency is "a healthy, if
painful, adjustment" that we are just going to have to endure for the greater good of the
world economy.
But shouldn't the American people have something to say about all of this?
Perhaps the American people do not want a "managed decline" of the U.S. dollar.
Perhaps the American people do not want any part of a new "global currency".
Perhaps the American people do not want any part of a "New World Order".

But to men like George Soros, it doesn't really matter what "the little people" think. In
the world that Soros lives in, those with overwhelming amounts of money and power
know what is best for the rest of us, and if "the little people" don't seem to want to go
along initially then public opinion can be bought if you just spend enough money.
The sad truth is that we already live in a global economy. Just go into just about any
store across the United States and start picking up products to see where they were
made. Very few of the things we buy are still made in the United States.
Today, labor is a global commodity. American workers must now directly compete for
jobs with those making slave labor wages in China and India. The fact that millions of
U.S. jobs are being offshored and outsourced does not bother advocates of globalism at
all because it is supposedly a beneficial thing for the overall global economy.
And most Americans have little to no idea just how much influence international
organizations such as the United Nations, the World Bank, the IMF and the WTO have
over our daily lives.
The truth is that we already live in a world that has been deeply, deeply integrated. As
this continues, at some point it will only seem "natural" for America to agree to a true
global currency and full global political integration.
http://www.zerohedge.com/article/george-soros-united-states-must-stop-resistingorderly-decline-dollar-coming-global-currency
Watch: 5200 Pentagon Employees PURCHASED Child Pornography
100's of contractors and private employee's of the U.S. Government have
purchased child pornography and have neither been prosecuted or even
investigated. Yes, you heard correctly, Child Pornography. Project Flicker had
discovered the activities in Child Pornography of as many as 5200 people, many
of whom were linked to fleet zip codes or military addresses. The investigation by
the pentagon ran for eight months and only cross referenced 3500 ties with
pentagon employees according to a senator.
Play to 3:30
Pope’s child porn 'normal' claim sparks outrage among victims
Tuesday, 21 December 2010
Pope's bank hit by financial scandal... again
Pope: Female sex workers can use condoms too
Victims of clerical sex abuse have reacted furiously to Pope Benedict's claim
yesterday that pedophilia wasn't considered an ―absolute evil‖ till as recently as
the 1970s.
In his traditional Christmas address yesterday to cardinals and officials working in
Rome, Pope Benedict XVI also claimed that child pornography was increasingly
considered ―normal‖ by society.
―In the 1970s, pedophilia was theorized as something fully in conformity with man
and even with children,‖ the Pope said.

―It was maintained — even within the realm of Catholic theology — that there is no such
thing as evil in itself or good in itself. There is only a ‗better than' and a ‗worse than'.
Nothing is good or bad in itself.‖
The Pope said abuse revelations in 2010 reached ―an unimaginable dimension‖ which
brought ―humiliation‖ on the Church.
Asking how abuse exploded within the Church, the Pontiff called on senior clerics ―to
repair as much as possible the injustices that occurred‖ and to help victims heal through
a better presentation of the Christian message.
―We cannot remain silent about the context of these times in which these events have
come to light,‖ he said, citing the growth of child pornography ―that seems in some way
to be considered more and more normal by society‖ he said.
But outraged Dublin victim Andrew Madden last night insisted that child abuse was not
considered normal in the company he kept.
Mr Madden accused the Pope of not knowing that child pornography was the viewing of
images of children being sexually abused, and should be named as such.
He said: ―That is not normal. I don't know what company the Pope has been keeping for
the past 50 years.‖
Angry abuse victims in America last night said that while some Church officials have
blamed the liberalism of the 1960s for the Church's sex abuse scandals and cover-up
catastrophes, Pope Benedict had come up with a new theory of blaming the 1970s.
―Catholics should be embarrassed to hear their Pope talk again and again about abuse
while doing little or nothing to stop it and to mischaracterize this heinous crisis,‖ said
Barbara Blaine, the head of SNAP, the Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests,
―It is fundamentally disturbing to watch a…man so conveniently misdiagnose a horrific
scandal,‖ she added.
―The Pope insists on talking about a vague ‗broader context' he can't control, while
ignoring the clear ‗broader context' he can influence — the long-standing and unhealthy
culture of a rigid, secretive, all-male Church hierarchy fixated on self-preservation at all
costs. This is the ‗context‘ that matters.‖
The latest controversy comes as the German magazine Der Spiegel continues to
investigate the Pope's role in allowing a known paedophile priest to work with children in
the early 1980s.
Read more: http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/world-news/popersquos-child-pornnormal-claim-sparks-outrage-among-victims-15035449.html#ixzz19wk1D06Z
_Catholic Doctrines of Devils – Scott A. Johnson – 00.mp3
_Catholic Priest Pedophiles – Dr. Scott Johnson – 00.mp3
Early Cancer Screening Could Cause Millions of Deaths
09 Jan 2011(TheLibertyDoctor) – My early training was in biochemistry. I did several
years of rotations through the department at MD Anderson that did human testing and
development of new chemotherapeutic agents such nucleoside analogs. This
department is called ―Developmental Therapeutics‖.

Part of our interdepartmental philosophy was to have brainstorming meetings with
premiere researchers and clinicians from all over the world almost every day. One of the
things that all these fathers and mothers of the chemotherapeutic industry agreed on
was a particular ―Cancer Model.‖ The model was essentially that cancer arises when
cells get deranged by having their genetic programming changed in expression
(covering and uncovering areas on the genes) or from actual mutation of the code and
in some cases modification of the code by viruses (plasmid injection).
Most agreed that every man, woman and child under this model would develop
cancers somewhere in their bodies every year several times (but they normally go
away). Fortunately, the most common thing that happens to a cell when it is
modified is for it to die (rather than it losing its inhibition to grow greedily into its
neighbors and stimulate capillaries to support it and become a malignancy). Most
mutations are non-viable. In addition, our cells have very aggressive repair
mechanisms that fix transcription errors on a genetic level. In the event that the
error is not fixed and some cells do grow, the immune system recognizes the
cells as foreign and kills them.
My concern is that early detection of cancer at the cellular level will have us
aggressively looking for the location of these early cancers. The main tool for finding
early cancer location when you don‘t know if it is in the lung, liver, colon, prostate,
mouth or wherever is full body scanning. If you check out background radiation
experience and compare it to other radiation experience you will find (on
Wikipedia for example) that most of our exposure, other than background, is
occupational or from medical testing and therapy. 75% of our exposure is from
CAT scans.
It is very likely that aggressive use of scanning technology will double or triple the
incidence of radiation-caused cancers in the diagnostic patient‘s future. It is also likely
that in cases the cancer cannot be found by another scan, it is because it has already
been destroyed by natural process or has died on its own. Nevertheless people
will be encouraged to undergo ―preventive regimes‖ of chemotherapy which also
will cause a direct increase in other forms of cancer.
Much more risk-benefit analysis needs to be done regarding what percentage of these
―early cancers‖ are going to take root before we start looking for them with radiation, or
poisoning the whole patient so we might kill a baby cancer.
Related posts:
1. Scientists discover that radiation causes breast cancer (gee, really?)
2. MSM: Cancer cells feed on fructose, study finds
3. Cancer's Favorite Food HFCS– Found in Everything You Eat? – Dr Mercola
Myth: Cancer is something that is largely genetically determined?
Truth: While genetic predispositions to cancer can exist, cancer can only form in
a body that has a suitable terrain for its growth to occur. Cancer is not

caught; it is earned; through poor diet, excessive stress, exposure to
environmental toxins, etc… over 100 years ago very few Americans ever died of
cancer. Some physicians would practice their whole career without ever seeing one
case of cancer. Currently though, 42% of Americans can expect to develop cancer
in their lifetime. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates deaths from
cancer will double over the next 20 years.
Glucose and Cancer:
Dr. Quigley (one of the most celebrated cancer authorities of the mid 1900‘s) stated
that it is impossible to treat any cancer patient successfully until you get all
the glucose (synthetic, refined sugar and carbohydrates) out of his diet,
because it sets the stage for cancer.
Life Saving Tip: Researchers at Johns Hopkins found that by just removing
glucose/sugar from the diet of cancer patients, that the vast majority of the cancer
patients went into remission. It was determined that the cancer cells ―Self
Destructed‖ when deprived of glucose/sugar. It was also proven that as blood sugar
rises so does cancer risk.
Otto Warburg (the 2 time Nobel Prize of Medicine recipient) stated the following:
"But, even for cancer, there is only one primary cause. Summarized in a few
words, the cause of cancer is the replacement of the respiration of oxygen in
normal body cells by a fermentation of sugar." ―Cancer cells cannot live in an
oxygen rich environment.‖ Source: Otto Warburg, The Prime Cause and
Prevention of Cancer, 1966, pg.6.
FDA outlawing injectable vitamin C to further destroy health of Americans
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, NaturalNews Editor
(NaturalNews) Not content to kill 100,000 Americans each year with deadly Big Pharma
drugs while censoring the truth about the healing effects of herbs, nutritional
supplements and natural medicines, the FDA has now set out to deny Americans
access to yet another lifesaving medicine known simply as vitamin C.
As reported by the Alliance for Natural Health, the FDA has notified a manufacturer of
injectable vitamin C that it will be criminally prosecuted if it continues to manufacture
this lifesaving nutritional therapy. (http://www.anh-usa.org/action-alert...)
Why injectable vitamin C saves lives
In an age where tens of millions of Americans are already vitamin C deficient and suffer
from colds and other infections that can be prevented with vitamins, the FDA appears to
be acting on what can only be called a death wish for the American people. But really,
it's more likely a targeted attack at the alternative cancer industry that frequently uses
injectable vitamin C to help patients eliminate cancer tumors and heal from
various cancers.
If there's one thing that the health authorities in the United States absolutely cannot

tolerate, it's natural cures for cancer. That's why (nearly) all the natural cancer
treatment clinics have been chased out of the country, leaving only toxic chemotherapy
centers (poison clinics) in their place. And that's probably why the FDA is going after
vitamin C right now as well. Take away enough natural cures and the people will be
forced into accepting conventional medicine, regardless of whether it works or not.
Injectable vitamin C has many other uses besides cancer, too. As the ANH reports,
"The government, instead of banning intravenous vitamin C, should instead be
supporting research into it. Even though IV C is being used in burn units around the
world, including in the US, and has been adopted by the military for this purpose, the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) refuses to fund any studies using intravenous C in
patients. There are privately funded studies currently underway, but of course these
cannot continue if the FDA bans the substance."
Take action now to protect your access to vitamin C
Please take a moment to take action with both of the following petitions:
The Alliance for Natural Health has posted an online action item that sends a letter to
Dr Margaret Hamburg, the commissioner of the FDA:
https://secure3.convio.net/aahf/site/Advocacy?cmd=display&page=UserAction&id=648
Of course, sending these letters to FDA bureaucrats assumes that they give a damn
about human health in the first place, and after observing the FDA's behavior over the
last several years, I can confidently state that the FDA's own actions betray its real
agenda: To protect the profits of the drug companies by eliminating competing
products such as vitamin C.
http://www.naturalnews.com/z030936_vitamin_C_FDA.html
Top 10 Survival Downloads You Should Have
Published on 12-30-2010
Source: Modern Survival Online
There are tons of good downloads in the Survival Database Download section of this
website. For this article – I have selected 10 that everyone should have either printed
and put away, or placed on a USB drive – or better yet both.
So – let’s get to it:
#10. FM 4-25-11 First Aid (2002) - Military First Aid Manual. First aid information is a
must – get training before you need it – use this manual for reference.
#9. Guide to Canning – Being able to preserve crops to be able to provide for
yourself and your family long after the growing season is over is important. This guide
will help with that.

#8. Rangers Handbook (2006) – Crammed with info on communications, patrolling,
tactical movement, battle drills, combat intelligence and much more
#7. Where There is No Dentist - The author uses straightforward language and
careful instructions to explain how to: examine patients; diagnose common dental
problems; make and use dental equipment; use local anesthetics; place fillings; and
remove teeth.
#6. NATO Emergency War Surgery – While this is certainly not a manual that would
stand alone in most persons emergency/disaster library, it is an absolutely necessary
resource if you expect to handle any type of trauma where immediate comprehensive
medical care is not available.
#5. A Guide to Raised Bed Gardening – This is not an ―all knowing‖ gardening book
– however it provides a lot of information to the ―urban gardener‖ before or after
TSHTF. Best to get the experience and knowledge of gardening NOW rather than
later.
#4. FM 3-06 Combined Arms Operations in Urban Terrain - Combat techniques
covered in the manual which may be very valuable in a ―Roadwarrior‖-type world.
#3. 1881 Household Cyclopedia – A massive resource of information that much of it
has been lost over the past 203 generations. From Angling to Knitting – its here.
#2. FM 21-76-1 Survival-Evasion-Recovery (1999) – Excellent manual geared
towards the soldier that finds himself behind enemy lines
#1. FM 21-76 US Army Survival Manual - From Amazon.com: This manual has
been written to help you acquire survival skills. It tells you how to travel, find water and
food, shelter yourself from the weather and care for yourself if you become sick or
injured. This information is first treated generally and then applied specifically to such
special areas as the Arctic, the desert, the jungle and the ocean.1970 Military Issue
Manual. General Introduction and Individual and Group Survival Orientation
Navigation, Finding Water In All Parts of The Globe. How To Obtain Food, Start a Fire
and much more!

